Inflammatory reactivity to acute laboratory stress is thought to reflect individual differences in responsivity to environmental stressors and may confer future health risk. To characterize this response, we conducted a meta-analysis of 34 studies that measured circulating inflammatory markers and 15 studies that measured stimulated production of inflammatory markers before and after exposure to laboratory challenge. Results showed significant stress-related increases in circulating interleukin ( These results extend findings from a prior meta-analysis (Steptoe et al., 2007) to show reliable increases in circulating IL-6, IL-1b, IL-10 and TNF-a and stimulated IL-1b, IL-4 and interferon-c in response to acute stress. It is possible that these responses contribute to associations between exposure to life challenges and vulnerability to inflammatory disease.
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Introduction
Considerable literature documents an association between naturalistic psychological stress, markers of inflammation, and future disease risk (Segerstrom and Miller, 2004; Rohleder, 2014; Steptoe et al., 2007) . Brief naturalistic stressors such as taking examinations, life event stressors such as loss of a spouse or natural disaster, and more chronic stressors such as caregiving for an ill loved one, all associate with elevated markers of inflammation in peripheral circulation (Marshall et al., 1998; Kiecolt-Glaser et al., 2002) . These pro-inflammatory markers, including concentrations of cytokines and the acute phase protein C-reactive protein (CRP), predict risk for incident cardiovascular disease (CVD; Pearson et al., 2003) , as well as accelerated progression of diseases that involve inflammatory pathophysiology (e.g. cancer, HIV, asthma, and rheumatoid arthritis (Choy, 2012; Deeks et al., 2013; Elinav et al., 2013; Fu et al., 2013; McInnes and Schett, 2011; Naugler and Karin, 2008) . These associations raise the possibility that psychological stress may increase disease risk and shape disease course through an inflammatory pathway.
A growing number of studies have further explored the impact of psychological stress on inflammation using experimental protocols to examine changes in mediators of inflammation in response to short-term laboratory stressors designed to characterize transient stresses of daily life. Early results suggest that acute stress induces reliable changes in both enumerative and functional aspects of immunity, including increases in both circulating and stimulated markers of inflammation (Marsland et al., 2002;  http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.bbi.2017.01.011 0889-1591/Ó 2017 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. 
